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US 10yr
yields
hit 3%
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Pope
Francis
visits
Ireland

USA legalises
sports betting

Spotify IPO for
$30 Billion

MARCH

After a positive performance in equity markets for 2017,
most markets were fast out of the traps in January only to
stumble in February. Part of the sell-off related to strong US
wage inflation data, raising concerns of US interest rates rising faster
than expected. Just as markets recovered they were rocked again by
fears of a global trade war between the US and China. Chinese markets
fell 10% from their January highs.
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California's
deadliest
wildfires are
contained
after 17
days
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Following on from a volatile Q1, political risk weighed on
European markets as Italian largesse left Italian equities
as a notable underperformer. The dollar rallied against
most currencies, supporting the UK market to deliver strong returns
in local currency terms, as foreign revenues are repatriated. Trade
concerns again weighed on markets, dragging Chinese, emerging
market equities and in particular European auto stocks lower.
Emerging markets, with large current account deficits such as Turkey
and Argentina, came under significant pressure with sharp currency
and equity market falls.
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US & China
agree tariff
truce

1 million
people march
in Barcelona
for Catalan
Independence

Limerick wins first All Ireland
Hurling title in 45 years

JULY

EU
approves
Brexit deal
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$109bn wiped
off Facebook

Trump imposes
tariffs on $60bn
of Chinese goods

Journalist Jamal
Khashoggi is
murdered

Apple reaches
$1tn value

US & North
Korea hold
historic talks
Ireland
repeals ban
on abortion

Putin
elected for
4th term

FAANGS
loose
$1.1tn since
their peaks

Canada
legalises
cannabis

EU GDPR
takes effect
Cranberries
lead singer
Dolores
O'Riordan
passes away
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Michael D Higgins is
re-elected president

SEPTEMBER

A booming US economy drove US stocks and Treasury yields
higher this quarter, leaving US equities some way ahead of
the pack over the year as a whole. US consumer confidence
hit its highest level since 2000 and wage growth rose to the highest level
since 2009, supporting retail sales growth. UK and Irish equities sold
down by fears of a no-deal Brexit while the Eurozone remained under
pressure as macro data continued to weaken, some of which was
attributed to a sharp slowdown in exports to China. This risk combined
with higher oil prices led to weaker domestic consumption in the region.
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MP vote
postponed
on Brexit
deal

NOVEMBER

Earnings season was to the fore, with a high percentage of
companies beating street estimates. Technology stocks sold off
after cautious outlook statements from Apple and Amazon
which led to risk-off sentiment impacting markets. Oil sold off dramatically,
on global growth concerns and rising inventory levels, Brent crude has
plunged by c.30% from its highs this year. While the EU approved the UK’s
Brexit proposal – focus remains on the MP vote in the House of Commons
which has now been postponed. UK domestic and Irish exposed stocks
remain under pressure ahead of this.

